Design-by-analogy (DbA) is an important method for innovation that has gained much attention due to its history of leading to successful and novel design solutions. The method uses a repository of existing design solutions where designers can recognize and retrieve analogical inspirations. Yet, exploring for analogical inspiration has been a laborious task for designers. This work presents a computational methodology that is driven by a topic modeling technique called non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). NMF is widely used in the text mining field for its ability to discover topics within documents based on their semantic content. In the proposed methodology, NMF is performed iteratively to build hierarchical repositories of design solutions, with which designers can explore clusters of analogical stimuli. This methodology has been applied to a repository of mechanical design-related patents, processed to contain only component-, behavior-, or material-based content to test if unique and valuable attribute-based analogical inspiration can be discovered from the different representations of patent data. The hierarchical repositories have been visualized, and a case study has been conducted to test the effectiveness of the analogical retrieval process of the proposed methodology. Overall, this paper demonstrates that the exploration-based computational methodology may provide designers an enhanced control over design repositories to retrieve analogical inspiration for DbA practice.
Introduction
Designers often seek inspiration and direction during ideation and the early stages of the design process. Among various efforts to find such inspiration is design-by-analogy (DbA) [1] . Designby-analogy involves the retrieval of analogies from a design repository, a "database" of existing design solutions (sometimes simply memory), and the transfer of knowledge from a "source" domain to a "target" domain. To facilitate design-by-analogy in practice, several researchers have studied and developed computational supports to retrieve analogies from electronic patent databases [2, 3] . The patent database is deemed an ideal design repository for its innovative ideas across various fields of application and sheer size that grows exponentially worldwide [4] . Unfortunately, our understanding of design-by-analogy practice is inadequate compared to the ever-increasing size of the patent database, restricting designers from being able to utilize the database at its full capacity. To address this research gap, the work presented here uses a computational methodology to explore patents for analogical inspiration, with the goal of facilitating the design-by-analogy practice. Specifically, the work presents following main contributions:
(1) The authors generate and visualize hierarchical repositories of large-scale mechanical design-related patents in which designers can interactively explore for analogical inspiration. (2) The authors generate component-, behavior-, or materialbased hierarchical repositories to provide designers different lenses to influence the way they search for analogies in patent data. (3) The authors test computational methodology for its ability to assist with the identification of analogical inspiration within the generated design repositories using a case study.
1.1 Prior Studies in Design-by-Analogy. Design-by-analogy has been an active research area [2, [5] [6] [7] [8] , and studies have focused on understanding the effects of analogies on ideation and design outcomes. Many other researchers have contributed to this area, as described next. Linsey et al. explored how various types of representation of information affect the designers' ability to identify, retrieve, and map analogies to design solutions [9] . Tseng et al. studied how analogous information of different levels of applicability to the design problem affects ideation when the design problem has an open-goal [7] . Several studies also focused on methodologies to retrieve analogies including but not limited to: the WordTree method, which retrieves functional analogies by systematically integrating the knowledge of designers and design database [10] ; a computational technique to recognize biological analogies using causally related functions derived from semantic information [11] ; D-APPS, which provides functional analogies based on a design's product requirements [12] ; a number of different patent mining tools [3, [13] [14] [15] . Most DbA tools, including the prior work reviewed here, use a query-based approach or straightforward input-output method to retrieve analogies. In the case of the WordTree method, designers input a word characterizing a design's functionality and are returned a set of functionally analogical words from various domains, compiled by the algorithm, as source of inspiration [10] . The work presented in this paper is differentiated from the prior work in that our methodology gives designers an entire structured design space for exploration where they can freely interact with the design solution and discover analogies from various potential sources. The emphasis on the exploration for analogical retrieval is discussed in the next section.
Exploration for Expert Thinking in Design.
Based on the findings of prior research, expert designers have exhibited several cognitive characteristics and abilities during the design process. First, they have been shown to have better spatial memory than novices, being able to process more information [16, 17] . Bjorklund found that experts gather more information than novices to ideate design solutions for a given problem [18] . Other researchers found that experts can also cognitively organize the information and conceptualize abstract ideas by viewing the problems objectively [19, 20] . Experts have been found to have a systematic approach to design [19] , being able to spontaneously adapt to the design constraints [21] and develop heuristics or "rules of thumb" to approach the problem [17, 22] . The dynamic, flexible, and systematic characteristics of the expert designers that have been discovered in prior research indicate that the explorative approach is better matched with their cognitive mechanisms. The explorative approach allows the designers to retrieve analogical inspiration by interactively exploring a design repository and autonomously recognizing analogical connections among potential design sources, which could have been ruled out by the querybased algorithm. In addition, the user-controlled explorative approach allows designers to personalize their search for analogies using various analogical properties, creating unique representations of the design repository and/or design problem that could lead to diverse creative design output [23] . Some potential analogical properties that could be employed are introduced in Sec. 2.1.
Patent Database as Design
Repository. The U.S. Patent database has several features that make it a suitable design repository for the design-by-analogy practice. The prior design solutions in the database are valuable knowledge that are deemed "patentable." Patentable ideas can be further defined as ideas that are "useful," meaning that the ideas are functional and operable, and novel. The term "novel" here implies that the ideas have not previously existed before [24] . The database size, already enormous at approximately 10 million patents in 2015 [25] , grows continuously in various technical fields and promises designers substantial opportunities to explore for design inspiration in multiple domains. The patent database uses classification systems, such as Cooperative Patent Classification (CPC), to categorize the patents into specific domains for efficient patent-retrieval processes [24] . The characteristics of the patent database not only make it an ideal source of innovation but an efficient means for retrieving analogies.
The vast size of the patent database offers a great opportunity for discovering analogies for design-by-analogy practice, but it simultaneously presents a challenge for effective mining of patents. To address this challenge, many computational tools and methodologies have been studied. Song and Luo integrated the mining of patent texts, citation relationships, and inventor information to retrieve patents for assisting data-driven design [26] . Murphy used a Vector Space Model algorithm to evaluate functional analogies within patents [3] . These works implement different computational approaches to retrieve analogies from the electronic patent database. They all exemplify the importance of computational support to access the patented knowledge in the design repository.
Methodology
A structural form of data is essential for providing valuable insights into the data. For instance, Linnaeus's tree structure for biological species and Mendeleev's periodic table for chemical elements led to major scientific advancements in understanding nature [27] . Finding a structural form requires a clustering or categorization of data. In text mining and data mining fields, a popular computational technique used for data clustering is non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [28, 29] . NMF is a topic modeling technique that discovers semantically meaningful topics within a large corpus of documents to aid text mining [30, 31] . It has been an active research area in text mining for its practical advantages over other semantic techniques such as latent Dirichlet allocation [32] . One advantage is that NMF generates consistent topic clustering results, assuring that users are returned similar results for multiple runs. Also, numerous matrix computation and optimization studies for efficient NMF computation suggest its competency for the large corpus topic modeling [33] [34] [35] [36] .
Similar to most semantic techniques, NMF starts with transforming a corpus into a word-document matrix, in which the matrix elements represent the frequency of words (rows) occurring in the patent documents (columns). Mathematically, the word-document matrix is represented by XʦR mÂn þ , where m represents the number of words and n represents the number of documents in a corpus. Given k ( min (m, n) as a user-specified number of topics, NMF factorizes the input matrix, X, into two non-negative matrices, namely WʦR mÂk þ and HʦR kÂn þ such that XffiWH. Here, W is a word-topic matrix whose ith topic column is represented by the weighted distribution of words. Similarly, H is a topic-document matrix whose jth document column is represented by the weighted distribution of the respective topics. The matrix decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 1 [29] .
In this work, the patent data were processed to generate the cluster structures shown in Appendix A (Figs. [12] [13] [14] . First, word-document matrices of patents were prepared. Second, cluster structures of the patents were generated using NMF. Lim et al. conducted NMF study with the U.S. patents to study the computational performance of the topic modeling tool [37] . However, the work presented in this study is the first DbA study to use NMF for retrieving analogies for a design practice. Last, visual representations of the structures were generated. All computations for Transactions of the ASME establishing the algorithmic approach were performed using MAT-LAB R2016b. Each of these steps is described in detail in the subsequent sections.
Preparing Word-by-Document
Matrices. The first part of the computational approach involves retrieving patent data from a data storage system of United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). The database consists of a bulk of U.S. registered patents, each assigned to at least one classification term called CPC. All registered U.S. patents are categorized into one of nine CPC sections and further assigned into a subsection, which provides a general overview of the patent's design features and area(s) of application. To limit the scope of the study, only mechanical design-related patents were used; Fifty-three CPC subsections were chosen by the researchers as shown in Appendix B. For each subsection, 20 patents were selected using a random number generator, comprising a total of 1060 patents. This sample size (>1000 patents) was chosen to capture various analogical structures in the patent space with a goal of addressing the research gap in implementing the computational DbA tool in a larger-scale design repository. Prior work by the authors has been with sample sizes of 100 patents [38] . In future work, the authors hope to continue to scale up the sample size by orders of magnitude. For each patent document, the researchers used only the words in the abstract, claims, and description sections, as they are the most representative of the patent's design features. All other words in prior patent data and reference sections were omitted as they do not characterize the patent's design aspects.
In addition to the patent documents, a design problem statement was also added to the corpus for generating the word-document matrix. Its purpose was to provide a "starting point" in the cluster space to facilitate data analysis and exploration. The design problem statement, which was used in the researcher's prior study, was as following [38] :
Design a device to collect energy from human motion for use in developing and impoverished rural communities in places like India and many African countries. Our goal is to build a low-cost, easy to manufacture device targeted at individuals and small households to provide energy to be stored in a rechargeable battery with approximately 80% efficiency. The energy is intended to be used by small, low power draw electrical devices, such as a radio or lighting device, hopefully leading to an increase in the quality of life of the communities by increasing productivity, connection to the outside world, etc. The target energy production is 1 kWh per day, roughly enough to power eight 25 W compact fluorescent light bulbs for 5 h each per day, or enough to power a CB radio for the entire day. For reference, an average adult human can output about 200 W with full body physical activity for short periods of time, with a significant reduction for sustained power output.
After the word-document matrix was generated, the matrix was further processed to characterize three design propertiescomponents, behaviors, and materials. In the early stages of the design processes, designers often have diverse objectives and lenses through which they look when searching for inspiration or external information. By allowing for these different lenses to influence the way the design space is structured and inter-related, we give designer the ability to explore in a more tailored and efficient manner than before. The manipulation of the patent data set was done by first manually compiling a list of words that characterize each analogical property, then reducing the original matrix to contain only the rows of the listed words. The word lists were generated by drawing a master wordlist from the patent corpora and classifying each word into one of the three properties. As a designer searches for analogical inspiration, he/she might, for example, ask the following questions when considering components, material, or behavioral content within their potential analogical sources.
Component: What specific components have been integrated to the system/artifact/technology? Behavior: What are the attributes of the system/artifact/ technology that describe how it behaves? Material: What materials does the system/artifact/technology use or consume?
After a test run, words that appear too frequently were removed to distinguish one patent from another. As a result, wordlists of components (709 words), behaviors (262 words), and materials (377 words) were compiled as shown in Appendices C, D and E. Cohen's kappa inter-rater agreement analysis was performed to verify the robustness of all the wordlists (j ¼ 0.756, p < 0.005). The refinement does not alter the matrix's numerical elementthe frequency of words occurring in each document-but rather removes any words that are "noise" within the given context. This allows designers to explore the patent space using a particular priority, angle, or attribute. A similar practice was done in the author's previous study, in which function and surface features of patents were explored using verbs-only and nouns-only data, respectively [38] . This study is an extension of the prior study in that the components, behaviors, and materials of the patent data are explored to investigate their potential for facilitating design inspiration. For the final step, inverse entropy weighting was performed on the word-document matrices to assign higher weight to words that appear less frequently and vice versa.
Processing With Topic Clustering
Algorithm. The cluster structures of the three patent data sets were generated using NMF. The computational algorithm requires a user-specified number of topics, k, to process the word-document matrix. It is critical that an appropriate topic number is selected for the algorithm, as overly or inadequately clustered data leads to an inaccurate clustering result. Unfortunately, computing an appropriate topic number is still an ongoing research [39] , and thus questions the effectiveness of the topic clustering, especially for a large-scale data whose range of topics may vary exceedingly. To cope with this challenge, a computational method similar to Du et al.'s divide-and-conquer non-negative matrix factorization (DC-NMF) was used [33] . As illustrated by a hierarchy structure in Fig. 2 , NMF with k ¼ 2, or rank-2 NMF, was performed recursively on an input word-document matrix. The rank-2 NMF, which has fast computational speed [40] , divides the input matrix into two output matrices of clustered patents. These clusters are then used as inputs for the next iteration. The iteration continues until the processed output cluster contains less than or equal to ten patents. The stopping criterion is an important factor for determining the clustering quality, as it could result in overly or inadequately clustered structures. We acknowledge that the current stopping criterion was experimentally determined and that it generates cluster structures whose qualities are sufficient for analyzing the analogical relationships among patents. However, the stopping criterion of the iterative method is an important area of improvement for an effective topic clustering in future studies.
Throughout the process of generating structures, a label was generated for each cluster so that the analogical relationships among the clustered patents become more transparent and interpretable [38] . In each iteration of NMF, the algorithm outputs W, word-topic matrix, and H, topic-document matrix. Here, W represents the probabilistic distribution of words for each column of topic, implying that the word that has the highest probability score in the jth column in the matrix contributes the most to the jth topic's description. In this study, the columns of words in W were sorted in descending order, and the top five words in the column were used to create the cluster label.
2.3 Visualization. The cluster structures of the three patent data sets were visualized using MATLAB's graphing tool to enable the exploration and interpretation of the large-scale cluster space. This section details two visualization methods used to analyze the clustered patent structures.
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JUNE 2019, Vol. 19 / 021014-3 2.3.1 Three-Dimensional Hierarchical Visualization. Threedimensional (3D) hierarchical visualization was used to interactively explore the cluster space. The hierarchy structure is composed of nodes, or clusters of the patent documents, and lines, or the connections between the clusters. The structure contains the initial input data, or "root node" at the center. Starting from the root node, two child nodes branch out recursively outward until all clusters at the end, or "leaf nodes," contain less than or equal to 10 patents. For exploration of the space, the user can rotate or zoom into the structure to search for a node and select the node to view its cluster label and cluster ID number, used for retrieving patent titles. The 3D structure, as shown in Appendix A, was generated using MATLAB's "digraph" function with "force3" layout. The force3 layout generates 3D force directed plot, where the coordinates of nodes and length of edges are determined based on the structure and size of the input graph. Figure 3 illustrates the transformation of the three-dimensional hierarchy visualization into a two-dimensional (2D) bar graph visualization. Note that the 3D hierarchy structure in the figure is represented on a 2D graphing space for an effective understanding of the transformation. In the 3D structure, the node of patents iteratively breaks down into two child nodes based on their topic similarity. This implies that the most similar patents in the entire data set would be clustered in a leaf node after a series of NMF iterations. In this manner, if that leaf node is "1.1.1.1" in Fig. 2 , the next similar set of patents would be clustered in a leaf node, "1.1.1.2," derived from the same parent node, "1.1.1." Accordingly, the least similar set of patents would be separated in the first iteration performed on the initial node, "1." Once the set of patents is separated, it would go through another series of NMF iterations resulting in several leaf nodes on the other side of the hierarchy structure. This iterative concept was visualized in a two-dimensional bar graph diagram. In the diagram, the horizontal axis represents the level of the hierarchy, equivalent to the series of nodes on the bolded path in Fig. 3 . On each level of the hierarchy is a set of leaf nodes with cluster labels that are generated with the separated set of patents at each Transactions of the ASME level. This way, the leaf nodes are distributed across the level of the hierarchy in the order of similarity from a starting leaf node (indicated with an * symbol) in Fig. 3 . For consistency of the study, the design problem node-or a leaf node that contains the design problem statement-was chosen as the starting point. The screenshots of the cluster structures are shown in Appendix A. In the 3D visualizations, the design problem node was selected to display its cluster label and highlight its path from the root node in the center. In the 2D visualizations, all leaf nodes are plotted in the order of similarity to the design problem node on the first level. The two visualization methods were used interchangeably to evaluate the patent data's cluster space. For instance, the 3D visualization was used to view the entire cluster space where individual clusters can be explored by their labels. Two-dimensional visualization was used to sort all clusters on the two-dimensional plane to view the leaf clusters by their similarity to the starting leaf cluster. The analysis results are presented in the next section.
Two-Dimensional Bar Graph Visualization.

Results
The clusters in component, behavior, and material analyses exhibit different characteristics. For the component result, the clusters consist of patents of similar functionality. The functions of the individual components correspond to the subfunctions of the integrated design. The patents in the behavior result are clustered by the design's descriptive quality. The patents in the material result are clustered for two different aspects-(1) material that the design is composed of and (2) material that the design uses or consumes.
The three cluster results are visually unique, suggesting that different design insights can arise from a single patent data set [23] . To confirm this, the researchers first selected three random patents ("pocket tool," "ice gripping sandal," and "shower bath apparatus and spray nozzle"); then, using the computer-generated cluster labels, the researchers evaluated their analogical relationships with other clustered patents as shown in Fig. 4 . The figure is a simplified version of 2D bar-graph visualization, where each cluster containing the node number, cluster label, and list of patents is laid out on the order of similarity. In this section, the analogies of the clustered patents are evaluated to understand the clustering mechanism for component-, behavior-, and material-based patent data. However, the meaning of the level of similarity is not discussed due to the limited information to interpret the analogical distance among different clusters. Future studies need to investigate the meaning of the "level" and its utility during the analogical exploration.
Example 1:
Component-, Behavior-, and Material-Based Analogies for Pocket Tool. The component result shows patent pocket tool and patent "electric toothbrush" in a cluster label of "switch, circuit, battery, house, port," suggesting that they are composed of small electronic components. The behavior result shows the same patent pocket tool and patent "method for protecting electric line" in a cluster label of "electronic, electric, peripheral, mechanic, secure," suggesting that they have a commonality of protecting and securing electronic components. Lastly, the material result shows the same patent "pocket tool" and patent "deburring knife with replaceable blade" in a cluster label of "arrow, metal, solid, waste, stem," suggesting that they are either made of metal or use metal.
Example 2:
Component-and Behavior-Based Analogies for Ice Gripping Sandal. In a second example, the component result shows patent ice gripping sandal and patents "weight distributing knee pad" and "balance assist for rotating recreational device" in a cluster label of "port, strap, case, mount, heel." The behavior result shows the same patent ice gripping sandal and patents "abrasive tool" and "hairpiece and fitting method therefor" in a cluster label of "secure, flex, light, sole, alternative." Although the cluster labels of the component and behavior results are different, the patents, interestingly, share a common functionality of securing or fixing something to something else. This is an example of discovering patents of similar design attributes from various apparel domains using component and behavior data. For instance, patent ice gripping sandal is from the footwear domain, weight distributing knee pad is from wearing apparel domain, and hairpiece and fitting method therefor" is from headwear domain.
Example 3: Component-and Material-Based Analogies
for Shower Bath Apparatus and Spray Nozzle. In a third example, the component result shows patent shower bath apparatus and spray nozzle and patent "transmucosal hormone delivery system" in a cluster label of "nozzle, spray, bath, body, valve," suggesting that they use certain components to deliver fluids. The material result shows the same patent shower bath apparatus and spray nozzle and patent "humidifier" in a cluster label of "water, fluid, air, steam, carbon," suggesting that water or fluid is the common material used by the two designs. Although the two cluster labels represent different analogical relationships, they all have a common functionality of delivering fluids-one that is implied by the components such as "nozzle" and "spray" and one that is implied by the liquid material that the design uses.
As shown in the examples, exploring different representations of the patent data leads to retrieving multiple analogies that can be valuable for design-by-analogy process. In practice, a designer may explore the multiple representations to retrieve more analogies to improve the idea generation [8] . Also, they may explore a specific representation of the patents that is better matched with their individual perspective or way of thinking.
Case Study and Discussion
To test the usefulness of the generated patent structures to designby-analogy practice, a case study has been conducted to examine the retrieval of analogies for idea generation. The case study is hypothetical use case scenario, in which one of the researchers used the computational methodology for idea generation. The case study introduces two patent exploration methodologies, referred to as (1) searching similar patents in different CPC sections and (2) searching patents by suggested cluster label. This section discusses the step-by-step procedures of retrieving analogies from the component-and behavior-based patent structures to solve the human motion energy collection problem introduced in Sec. 2.1.
Method 1: Searching Similar Patents in Different
Cooperative Patent Classification Sections Using Component Data. For the given design problem shown in Sec. 2.1, a designer first brainstorms relevant terms for generating electrical energy from human motion. For example, if the designer wants to explore patents by their components, a list of terms might be "generator," "turbine," "wheel," "shaft," "gear," "rotor," "tooth," "pulley," "disk," and "crankshaft." These component terms are selected for their rotational movement, which is the most common type of mechanical energy that is converted to electrical energy. The designer then uses the list to select patents whose cluster label matches the component terms. As discussed in Sec. 2.2, the cluster label is composed of the top five most important words to the group of patents in the cluster, determined by NMF, that characterize the cluster's topic. In such a case, the large patent dataset is refined to a few clustered patents that are operated by or composed of the components that involve rotational energy/movement. After the patent data are reduced, the designer categorizes the patents by their CPC section. Categorizing the patents by their CPC sections not only helps the designer to understand patent's usage and application, but also helps the designer to recognize similar technology in various domains. Consequently, this method results in a reduced dataset of 193 patents in 11 different fields of application as shown in Fig. 5 .
The number of retrieved patents and analogies are expected to increase with an increased input patent corpus size, which is currently set to 1060 patents in this study. The designer then explores the refined patent data by the field of application. Table 1 lists three patents from machine, footwear, and land vehicle domains that have useful analogies to solve the design problem. For example, one resulting design concept is an inflatable floor mat (inspired by patent "inflatable boot liner with electrical generator and heater") that uses human body weight to pump and direct air across an electrical generator. Furthermore, the designer can implement a gravity motor (inspired by patent "gravity motor and method") that uses gravitational energy to rotate a shaft or continuously variable transmission (inspired by patent "continuously variable transmission") that improves the shaft's torque efficiency. The concepts generated are shown in Fig. 6 . 
Method 2: Searching Patents by Suggested Terms in
Cluster Label Using Behavior Data. For the same design problem, an alternative method may be used to retrieve more analogies from the patent data. Similar to the first method, the designer first generates a list of relevant terms for the design problem. For example, if the designer wants to explore the behavior-based patent structure, a set of behavior terms would be "rotational" and "rotary" as the rotational movement is conventionally used for generating electricity. The designer then explores the patents by matching their cluster labels to the behavior terms. The cluster label consists of the top five words that are closely related to each other by an NMF-determined topic. Figure 7 demonstrates that the designer first retrieves a patent in a cluster "rotary, secure, sectional, flex, peripheral." In this label, the designer discovers another term "flex," implying that some patents may integrate both rotational and spring behaviors. Using the new keyword, "flex," the designer retrieves two more patents and discovers three more keywords "elastic," "resilient," and "collapsible" that result in retrieving three more patents. Interestingly, in Fig. 7 , patents with an asterisk mark (*) after the title represent patents with combined elastic and rotational behaviors. This exemplifies the retrieval of analogies using distinct yet suggested terms in the cluster label, with an emphasis on exploration and discovery. Figure 8 shows three example design concepts generated using patents "method and apparatus for harvesting energy from ankle motion," "training device for football or for all games using a small or large ball" and "archery bow assembly."
The two patent searching methods can be used interchangeably for an effective retrieval of analogies. The first method demonstrates that if a list of keywords for the desired technology is available or can be generated by a designer, a patent structure can be refined with the keywords and further refined by CPC sections. The refining or categorizing of the patent data can enable designers to systematically and efficiently retrieve similar analogies in various application fields. If the list of keywords is not available, the second method demonstrates that the patents can be iteratively searched with the suggested terms in the cluster labels. This approach is more spontaneous as designers can determine the exploration paths using the cluster label while interacting with the patent structure.
As demonstrated by the two methodologies, the patent exploration depends significantly on the usage of keyword search, as it greatly reduces the analogical information that designers need to process. Moreover, the user-defined keywords allow the designers to tailor the patent exploration to focus on specific analogies that satisfy the designers' objectives for a design problem. In the case study, the component and behavior terms relating to the rotational movement/energy are used to solve the human motion energy collection problem. As discussed earlier, designers may have diversified design objectives, implying that the list of the terms is just one of many paths to approach the design problem. These motivations call for future studies to generate lists of words that address specific working or physical principles of patents and investigate the effectiveness of refining the patent structure using the preestablished list of words.
Clustering Quality of Material Data.
In the case study, the material-based patent structure has not been studied due to the difficulty of identifying and retrieving analogies. Unlike the component and behavior results, the cluster labels in the material result do not carry definite topics. For instance, terms like "water," "fluid," "air," "gas," and others appear in many cluster labels, causing the clusters to be indistinguishable from one another. To understand why the cluster quality is relatively poor for the material data, the word-document matrices of component, behavior, and material data are studied. Figures 9-11 show the histograms of three different datasets that represent the distribution of the number of patent documents (y-axis) by the proportion of terms that do not appear in each document (x-axis). The proportion value varies from 0 (the document contains all terms listed in a wordlist) to 1 (the document does not contain any of the terms listed in a wordlist). The histograms show a general bell curve for all datasets, where the mean values are 0.954 for component data, 0.944 for behavior data, and 0.966 for material data. Although the mean values are similar, it is clearly observed that the histogram for the material data is skewed to the right. The skewed data represent approximately 500 patents that contain less than 3% of the material terms and approximately 150 patents that contain zero of the material terms. This finding explains the poor cluster quality of the material data, as NMF would randomly determine the topic of the patent documents whose column cells are empty. As discussed in Sec. 2.1, the wordlists for the component, behavior, and material properties in Appendices C, D and E were compiled by drawing a master wordlist from the entire patent data and manually categorizing the words into an appropriate property. This ensures that the compiled material wordlist captures all material words of the input patent data. In such a case, the absence of material words in many of the patent documents raises some interesting research questions about the nature of patent documents: to what extent do patent documents describe the materials that the system/artifact/technology use? When documenting for patents, do designers or inventors detail the functional features of the system/artifact/technology to protect the functional quality of the intellectual property, but omit what the input or comprising materials in the system/artifact/technology to ensure the broadest protection from infringement? Future studies need to investigate whether certain types of words are used more frequently than others for documenting patents. Interviews with patent lawyers on their writing process and choices may help to uncover some of the driving factors behind the composition of the semantic data. Understanding the unique traits of patent documents could help researchers to improve the quality of topic modeling of patent data. There are several limitations in the proposed methodology that are important to acknowledge. It has been observed that the clustering quality is poor when there is a substantial number of patents that contain ambiguous or indeterminable topics. This suggests that the clustering performance of the current methodology may not be competent for a larger set of patents. It is also uncertain that the current visualization methods are appropriate for interpreting the larger patent data. Collaborations with computer scientists on investigating clustering and visualization methods may lead to developing more effective DbA tools for designers. The case study shows that the material-based clustering is not useful in assisting the design-by-analogy process. This may be a product of the dataset examined in the study or a more widespread phenomenon, such as how patents are documented, that needs to be investigated in future studies. In addition, the wordlists that are manually compiled may not capture all relevant content in the patent data. However, we expect the content of these lists to reach saturation as larger data sets are tested in future studies. Other limitations and future work have been discussed throughout the paper including, but not limited to, the implementation of improved stopping criterion for the iterative NMF process to generate the clustering structures and investigation of the meaning of the "level of similarity" for its utility during analogical exploration process.
Conclusion
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